
PLAIN ENGLISH EULA FOR THE FONTRY

(End User License Agreement)

LICENSE TYPE: Standard or Universal as per receipt

MULTI-USER LICENSE ADJUSTMENT: 1-5 USERS no adjustment

The FONTRY owns the copyrights to the fonts contained in the FTY JACKPORT font 
family. The buyer/user/licensee, has the exclusive, unlimited rights and freedom to use 
the aforementioned font(s) royalty-free in any form of print, advertising, electronic 
media, signage, webfonts, logos, etc., as long as the font remains static in nature. This is 
considered a Standard Licensing Agreement.

A Univeral Licensing Agreement includes Standard Agreement plus it covers such use as 
games/apps, hardware and/or software distribution, interactive use, etc., unless otherwise 
specified by the user and The FONTRY. Such usage requires the purchase of a Universal 
License. Under a Universal Licensing Agreement, a font can be used as described in the 
Standard Licensing Agreement with the addition of special licensing arrangements that 
include but are not limited to: distribution via games, apps, hardware and/or software, 
ebooks, electronic devices, broadcast, etc. Font may also be used in interactive 
applications.

The buyer is also under no obligation to pay recompense or royalties to the Fontry based 
on profits that might accrue from the use of these fonts. The Fontry is also not obligated 
to pay compensation for losses due the use of these fonts. The buyer does not have the 
right to sell these fonts, redistribute them, give them away, remaster them or copy them 
for any reason other than data backup or file transfer to a third-party service, such as a 
service bureau, screen printer, sign shop, etc., for use in the production of the licensee's 
products only. A multi-station, multi-user license may not be required if the fonts are 
used by the buyer within the confines of the business or entity for whom these fonts were 
originally purchased. This agreement does not expire.
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